In contrast to the Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals, the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda lack police powers and must prod and persuade defiant states to cooperate in the arrest and prosecution of their own political and military leaders. Victor Peskin’s comparative study traces the evolving capacity of these tribunals to build the political authority necessary to exact such compliance from states implicated in war crimes and genocide.

Drawing on 300 in-depth interviews with tribunal officials, Balkan and Rwandan politicians, and Western diplomats, Peskin uncovers the politicized, protracted, and largely behind-the-scenes state-tribunal struggle over cooperation. Key to his analysis is an explanation of how domestic politics – including the shifting balance of power between moderate and nationalist politicians – shapes and is shaped by the state-tribunal struggle over compliance.

In the Conclusion, Peskin examines the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the International Criminal Court, the next steps on the trajectory of international war crimes tribunals. His analysis focuses on how the diminished legal authority of these new courts affects their struggle for cooperation.

Victor Peskin received his Ph.D. in political science from the University of California, Berkeley, and is currently an Assistant Professor in the School of Global Studies at Arizona State University. His scholarly and teaching interests lie at the intersection of international relations, comparative politics, and human rights. His research examines the politics of contemporary international criminal tribunals and their contentious relationship with states implicated in war crimes and genocide and has been funded by the United States Institute of Peace and the Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation. His articles have been published in *Europe-Asia Studies*, *Legal Affairs*, *International Peacekeeping*, the *Journal of Human Rights*, and the *Journal of International Criminal Justice*. 
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For Neva,

Harvey and Tsipa
Half-listening to the drone of the ongoing trial, I suddenly realized how in a sense the judges and prosecutors and investigators there in The Hague had set themselves a remarkably similar sort of reclamatory challenge. The tribunal’s founding judges and officers have all repeatedly cast their work in terms of an attempt to stem the historic cycle of floodtides of ethnic bloodletting that recurrently afflict places like the former Yugoslavia, or Rwanda, the other principal locus of the tribunal’s mandate. And in this context, it occurred to me that each of these individual prosecutions was like a single mound, a terp [sic] cast out upon the moral swampland of the war’s aftermath – and the entire tribunal enterprise a system of interconnected dikes and sluices and pumps and windmills and canals designed to reclaim for each of the regions the possibility of fertile regeneration.

Lawrence Weschler, *Vermeer in Bosnia: A Reader*  
New York: Pantheon Books, 2004

“Hands off our Holy War”
Placard at a nationalist demonstration in Croatia in 2001 against the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
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Note on Pronunciation

Many Serbo-Croatian proper names are used in this book. The following will aid in the approximate pronunciation of the names.

c Pronounced ‘ts’ (as in ‘dance’) – Srebrenica
j Pronounced ‘y’ (as in ‘you’) – Sarajevo
u Pronounced ‘oo’ (as in ‘mood’) – Vukovar

Diacritical marks are used to modify the pronunciation of the following:

Čč Pronounced ‘tch’ (as in ‘scratch’) – Račan
Čć Pronounced ‘ch’ (as the ‘t’ in ‘future’). Commonly seen in the combination ‘ić’ at the end of a surname – Mladić
Šš Pronounced ‘sh’ (as in ‘shed’) – Milošević
Žž Pronounced ‘zh’ (as in ‘measure’). In the combination đž, this becomes more like the ‘j’ in ‘jam’ – Karadžić
D d Pronounced as a soft ‘dy’ (as in ‘adieu’) – Tudman or Dindić
Map 1. Map of the Former Yugoslavia.
**Timeline 1.** Timeline of key events in the Former Yugoslavia and at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.
Timeline 2. Timeline of key events in Rwanda and at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.